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Florence: The Surrounding Countryside and the Chianti Region (Tci Guides) [Italian Touring Club] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Guide of a very popular destination and surrounding areas
The Heritage Guide Florence: A Complete Guide to the Renaissance City, the Surrounding Countryside, and the
Chianti Region (Heritage Guides) by Touring Club Italiano, Touring Club of Italy Buy from
Discover the delights of Tuscany on a private day trip from Florence. With a knowledgeable private driver,
travel through the renowned Chianti wine region to visit the towns of Siena and San Gimignano. You’ll see
famous landmarks like Siena’s Piazza del Campo, home to the annual Palio horserace, and the medieval hilltop
towers of San Gimignano.
Chianti The Chianti region stretches across a large area of country from Florence to Siena and is defined by the
rivers Arno, Elsa, Ombrone and Arbia. On its hills, set amidst vineyards and historical villages (such as Radda
and Castellina), are the producers of the famous Chianti wines.
Top Tuscany Tours from Florence As the capital of the Tuscan region, Florence is the perfect starting point for
day trips out into the surrounding countryside. Admire the medieval houses of San Gimignano, savor a
traditional lunch with local Chianti wine, or admire the interior of the Duomo Cathedral.
Greve in Chianti is considered to be the gateway to the Chianti region for those travelling south from Florence.
In the past, Etruscans and then Romans inhabited the area, while the actual town centre dates back to the Middle
Ages. The town had a favourable location at the crossroads of major pilgrimage routes (Via Francigena and Via
Volterrana) and this favoured its development.
Gonnelli 1585. In Reggello, just outside Florence, you’ll find Gonnelli 1585. As the name suggests, the history
of the company goes way back, and the mill now sources its raw ingredients from 43.000 olive trees from olive
groves of the area. The mill receives olives of many varieties to produce EVO oil recognized as DOP Chianti
and IGP Tuscan.
Our comprehensive guide to Chianti. ... Greve in Chianti is often considered the front door into the Chianti
region since it is the first major town you reach as you head south of Florence towards Siena. ... San Donato
offers great views of the surrounding countryside and a walled town that belies its great importance in the 12th13th century ...
After your visit to Greve, your driver could take you to the imposing Castle of Verrazzano, which is located on
a hilltop between Siena and Florence right in the heart of the Chianti region. Perched on a mountain spur high
above the River Greve, the castle is surrounded by vineyards and olive groves, and its crenellated medieval
tower is just ...
Greve in Chianti is the only town in the province of Florence that rests entirely in the Chianti area. In antiquity,
Greve was a small center in the territory, then called Agro di Florentia . The Romans were the first to live
permanently in these places not far from the via Cassia .
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